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Welcome to the 2019 Mahlab Report, capturing all 
the excitement of changes, trends and direction of 
the profession Australia-wide in the last year.

Since 1985 we have relied on the insights of clients, 
candidates and our consultants to build an accurate 
and timely picture of the state of the profession. 
Thank you to all who contributed to making The 
Mahlab Report Australia’s number one guide for 
employers and employees across private law firm, 
government and corporate workplaces.

We hope you enjoy the read and welcome your 
comments and feedback to continue to improve our 
work, through our website: mahlab.com.au or via 
our LinkedIn page: linkedin.com/company/mahlab-
recruitment 

We look forward to working with you this financial 
year and wish you success in this busy and 
changeable time for the profession.

The Report encapsulates 
remuneration information post 
1 July salary reviews and builds 
on a long tradition of gathering, 
analysing and informing you about 
movements across the profession in 
remuneration, areas of demand and 
employment trends.

Mahlab Report
2019

Join the conversation 
You can join the conversation by using #MahlabReport and by connecting with us on LinkedIn.
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Growth areas

State of the market

Data security 
and IT

Employment

Governance,
M&A

Commercial

Litigation

Infrastructure  
and property
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Salaries have  
not risen 
markedly, 
 although 

bonuses for 
outstanding 

lawyers still exist

Queue to 
partnership 

is longer 
than ever

Top dollar 
offered to 
lawyers in 

construction, 
mergers and 

acquisitions and 
private equity

AI and cyber 
security 

expand law 
firm service

 Some 
firms have 
introduced 

greater 
flexible work 

arrangements

Two-speed 
market within 
major firms 

comprised of 
over and under-

performing 
practice groups

Lawyers are being 
relocated around Australia

Fewer lawyers are  
moving to London

 International 
secondments in global 
firms have increased
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Overall, the profession has enjoyed strong profitability  
growth, particularly the larger global firms, national 
firms and high-performing mid sized firms. 

Commercial transactional work, litigation and 
infrastructure have led the way, with the latter area 
(including front and back end construction) being 
particularly strong in Victoria and New South Wales. 
Property and property development are in demand 
in Melbourne; Sydney demand for employment 
lawyers is high, as it is for data security, IT and 
governance experts.

The proliferation of Royal Commissions in Victoria 
has also placed great demands (and been very 
attractive financially) on certain firms as well as the 
Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office. 

The repercussions of the Royal Commission into 
Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and 
Financial Services Industry have led to a rise in 
regulatory advice as financial institutions rejig their 
processes and systems and strive to comply with 
the inevitable heavier compliance burden. Sale 
of wealth businesses by the major banks means 
attractive M&A work for the larger firms. This work is 
focused in Melbourne and Sydney.

With Boards more conscious of their liability ‘post 
Royal Commission’, head office advisory teams are 
once again in vogue.

Technological change has also helped to drive 
growth and increased efficiency. Applications impact 
high volume, document-heavy transactional and 
litigious projects, with the global firms expanding 
their alternative legal services divisions to provide 24 
hour technological, legal and administrative solutions 
for clients worldwide. 

The rise and rise of the Big 4 accounting firms 
continues. These multi-disciplinary, collaborative 
models appeal to lawyers from traditional law firms, 
although the more imaginative ‘traditional’ law firms 
are pushing back, moving into allied professional 
services: public policy, business consulting and tax 
advisory. Forensic investigation services, the use of 
AI and cyber security consulting form part of this 
expanded service model.

Private practice
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Change and growth are the key themes for the private legal profession this  
year: growth in partner numbers, often by lateral recruitment and firm mergers  
and change in the range of offerings that law firms have added to their suite.

Commercial transactional 
work, litigation and 
infrastructure have led 
the way, with the latter 
area being particularly 
strong in Victoria and 
New South Wales.
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Some firms use their contracting arm to engage 
lawyers for their own ranks, without the commitment 
of a permanent appointment.

The proliferation of Royal Commissions has 
increased opportunities for lawyers willing to be 
employed on short term contracts.

Mobility is also on the increase, with lawyers 
relocating (or being relocated!) to another Australian 
office of their firm to cover demand or to achieve 
a shorter path to partnership where the ‘home’ 
office is overcrowded at partner level. International 
secondments within global firms increased this year, 
as did secondments to ‘friendly’ firms overseas from 
the large independent domestic firms here. 

Movement of lawyers to London has decreased, 
likely because of the uncertainty of Brexit as well as 
plenty of opportunities in the domestic market.

Mobility is also on the 
increase, with lawyers 
relocating (or being 
relocated!) to another 
Australian office of their 
firm to cover demand or to 
achieve a shorter path to 
partnership... 

Increased 
casualisation

In-house contract services for clients is now an established profit centre of a 
range of larger firms, resulting in a reduction of secondments to corporate 
clients, although firms will still send a solicitor on secondment to retain a client. 
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It is tempting to assume that because law firm 
revenues have gone up, salaries and bonuses will 
also increase markedly. However, our research 
indicates that this is not the case across the board.

There could be many reasons for this: all of the 
firms are having to invest huge amounts of money 
in technology (including into potential strategic 
projects and acquisitions); others are ‘battening 
down the hatches’ for a much softer 2019/20 than is 
heralded publicly. While post Royal Commission work 
continues to lift revenue of certain firms, there is a 
recognition that this will inevitably taper off.

The public face of remuneration overall shows 
moderate salary increases and movement in the 
salary bands across all states. Bonuses, where paid 
at all, are limited to those who exceed their budgets 
after an especially demanding and lucrative deal or 
litigation, with the upper end being 15% of a lawyer’s 
salary package for outstanding financial performance. 
Unfortunately, these rewards are enjoyed by only a 
few. The rise in contracted senior associates keeps 
the bonus budget low, as they are generally not 
eligible to receive a bonus at all.

Law firms will pay top dollar for specialist lawyers in 
hard-to-fill positions such as construction, mergers 
and acquisitions and private equity. Melbourne 
lawyers in these specialist areas at 3 to 7 post 
qualification experience (PQE) levels are achieving 
significantly higher salaries than in the previous 
year. The firms are competing with corporates and 
government entities in the infra boom in Victoria as 
well as with competing law firms, corporates and 
government entities in the other states. 

Despite this growth and activity, sharing the equity 
pie through organic promotion is something partners 
seem reluctant to do. The queue to partnership is 

longer than ever, with many lawyers with 12+ years  
of practice hoping, but not guaranteed, to gain equity  
in the next two to three years of their careers. The 
stretch of senior associate and special counsel (or  
equivalent) salaries is now very wide, as it encompasses 
lawyers with anything from 5 to 15 years’ PQE.

The profession has been under the microscope this 
year. Allegations of unsafe work practices, bullying 
and harassment have shocked the profession 
and brought a welcome increased awareness that 
‘norms’ of behaviour accepted or ignored for years 
are no longer acceptable. 

Despite this awareness, the massive demands 
wrought by the Banking Royal Commission and the 
all-too-common ‘accepted’ hours and conditions 
imposed by many firms means that private practice 
lawyers are loath to move to another law firm, 
choosing instead to pursue a career in-house, in 
government or outside law altogether. Lawyers tend, 
rightly or wrongly, to expect the same long hours, 
lack of social life and budgetary pressure at another 
firm of similar size. The challenge remains for law 
firms to attract and retain brilliant young lawyers who 
are more and more saying ‘no’ to this lifestyle.

To counter this trend, a small number of enlightened 
firms and companies have introduced greater 
flexibility in working arrangements, additional holidays 
for longstanding staff, superannuation payments 
made while on parental leave and even “term time” 
which allows for full time work during the school 
terms and self-funded leave over school holidays. We 
predict that more law firms will follow suit.

Open plan office space, more leniency around dress 
code (such as ‘dress for your day’) and the time and 
budgetary space to contribute to innovation projects 
helps to retain good staff.

Remuneration and 
benefits: lifestyle counts
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So how does this level of activity and success affect the employee lawyer? 
Despite the immense competition for solicitors of all levels, overall, salaries 
have not risen markedly, although bonuses for outstanding lawyers still exist.
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Partners: Movement
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These practice group moves are considered less 
risky than sole partner moves and often result in 
better firm integration.

In smaller markets, such as Brisbane, partner 
movement has an enormous impact on the firm left 
behind, with a challenge to replace the skillset and 
the clients made harder by the tight, smaller field.

Lateral partner acquisition, with or without a team, 
is not the ‘silver bullet’ to a firm’s successful growth, 
expansion into a new practice area or strategy to 
win more clients. Effective integration and induction 
efforts are key, as is supporting the new partner/
team in staff and marketing resources, ‘open arms’ 
from existing practitioners to share client contacts 
and referrals from the outset and a willingness on the 
part of the receiving firm to accept that there is more 
than one way to achieve a result. Where flexibility 
and transparency doesn’t exist on both sides, the  
long-term success of the acquisition will be in doubt.

In smaller markets, such 
as Brisbane, partner 
movement has an 
enormous impact on the 
firm left behind, with a 
challenge to replace the 
skillset and the clients 
made harder by the tight, 
smaller field.

Demand for a mid-career partner with a sound client following and fee book 
remains. Increasingly, an entire team will accompany the partner(s), leaving 
a large gap behind and, in turn, encouraging a backfill through another team 
acquisition.
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Partners: Reward
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Relative newcomers from the US tend to reward 
their partners and staff at much higher levels than 
their competitors and attract practice groups as they 
build their presence in the capital cities.

Top line revenue is strong, but overall there is less 
consistency within the major firms than they usually 
enjoy. The overall numbers are skewed by the 
significant overperformance of financial services, 
litigation and projects/construction. The market is 
“two speed” i.e. those practices which are doing 
well, are doing very well but these are countered by 
some notable under performances. 

Top line revenue is 
strong, but overall there 
is less consistency 
within the major firms 
than they usually enjoy. 
The overall numbers are 
skewed by the significant 
overperformance of 
financial services, litigation 
and projects/construction.

Dissatisfaction with remuneration decisions made by a central committee 
(and often offshore) within the global firms remains, particularly in firms where  
the Australian partners feel under or ill represented in management ranks.

Increases in revenue as a result of commercial 
activity and special case scenarios (vis Royal 
Commissions) last year do not necessarily result in a 
significant uplift in partner drawings. Firms of all sizes 
are facing big bills for technology, acquisitions (of 
other firms, teams and new business ventures) and 
are adjusting to drop off of record revenue enjoyed 
during the Banking Royal Commission. 

Outside an immediate uplift when making a move 
(and occasional sign on bonuses) there have not 
been significant increases in partner remuneration 
overall. Many partners will not do as well as in 
previous years in terms of percentage increase or 
even an increase at all. The market has softened 
most in Adelaide, where partners in major firms are 
earning less than last year.

There is also increased variability of reward among 
partners (salaried and equity) at the same firm and 
between firms in the same size bracket. This ‘haves 
and have nots’ culture is underscored by a real 
or perceived lack of transparency in remuneration 
levels, bonuses and promotions within a firm, 
meaning that even partners earning well compared 
to their peers feel undervalued.

Mid sized firms in particular exhibit this polarisation, 
with some partners taking home $1m + and others 
half that. This is reflected in the modes for mid sized 
firm partners across the major cities.
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Mode
$1,350,000

$1,300,000

$1,250,000

$1,100,000

$600,000

Mode
$935,000

$920,000

$785,000

$715,000

$335,000

Mode
$475,000

$450,000

$360,000

$385,000

$195,000

Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Perth

Adelaide

Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Perth

Adelaide

Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Perth

Adelaide

Major firms

Mid firms

Small firms
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Partners' remuneration
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The defining criteria of what is a major, mid and small commercial CBD firm includes: size, locations, reputation, quality of work, 
expectations of employer as well as pay, desirability of employment and training and development.
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The defining criteria of what is a major, mid and small commercial CBD firm includes: size, locations, 
reputation, quality of work, expectations of employer as well as pay, desirability of employment and  
training and development.

Given that firms take into account a range of factors when determining remuneration, an individual’s position within a band will vary based on their  
background, experience and performance. Lawyers paid at the higher end of the bands are usually top performers and/or employees who bring 
with them an additional skill that is over and above the general requirements of the role. For tailored advice please contact our consultants.

Figures include superannuation 
but do not include bonuses or 
other benefits.

Private practice 
lawyers' salaries

Major firms

Range
$85,000 – $110,000

$92,000 – $120,000

$98,000 – $135,000

$110,000 – $155,000

$125,000 – $170,000

$145,000 – $186,000

$160,000 – $210,000

$172,000 – $225,000

$184,000 – $245,000

$210,000 – $340,000

Range
$76,000 – $100,000

$80,500 – $110,000

$90,000 – $120,500

$102,000 – $138,000

$120,000 – $153,000

$135,000 – $168,000

$145,000 – $180,000

$156,000 – $185,000

$168,000 – $210,000

$180,000 – $310,000

Mode
$88,000

$102,000

$120,000

$135,000

$150,000

$165,000

$180,000

$194,000

$212,000

$260,000

Mode
$80,000

$90,000

$110,000

$122,000

$135,000

$140,000

$155,000

$165,000

$180,000

$225,000

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Sydney

Melbourne

Mahlab Report 2019 | Private practice
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Brisbane

Perth

Adelaide
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Range
$74,000 – $89,000

$83,000 – $98,000

$87,000 – $108,000

$100,000 – $142,000

$115,000 – $155,000

$125,000 – $168,000

$141,000 – $192,000

Range
$55,000 – $68,000

$60,000 – $85,000

$65,000 – $95,000

$70,000 – $120,000

$75,000 – $140,000

$95,000 – $165,000

$100,000 – $180,000

Range
$70,000 – $85,000

$80,000 – $90,000

$90,000 – $110,000

$100,000 – $130,000

$125,000 – $150,000

$130,000 – $165,000

$140,000 – $175,000

Mode
$78,000

$88,000

$99,000

$116,000

$127,000

$144,000

$161,000

Mode
$59,000

$65,000

$76,000

$85,000

$95,000

$120,000

$125,000

Mode
$80,000

$84,500

$94,000

$118,000

$140,000

$150,000

$165,000

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
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The defining criteria of what is a major, mid and small commercial CBD firm includes: size, locations, 
reputation, quality of work, expectations of employer as well as pay, desirability of employment and  
training and development.

Given that firms take into account a range of factors when determining remuneration, an individual’s position within a band will vary based on their  
background, experience and performance. Lawyers paid at the higher end of the bands are usually top performers and/or employees who bring 
with them an additional skill that is over and above the general requirements of the role. For tailored advice please contact our consultants.

Figures include superannuation 
but do not include bonuses or 
other benefits.

Private practice 
lawyers' salaries

Mid firms

Range
$70,000 – $86,000

$84,000 – $102,000

$94,000 – $115,000

$100,000 – $130,000

$115,000 – $150,000

$124,000 – $162,000

$135,000 – $174,000

$148,000 – $182,000

$164,000 – $200,000

$180,000 – $298,000

Range
$65,000 – $84,000

$70,000 – $98,500

$82,000 – $105,000

$85,000 – $120,000

$101,000 – $140,000

$110,000 – $150,000

$125,000 – $158,000

$135,000 – $176,000

$145,000 – $190,000

$150,000 – $280,000

Mode
$80,000

$92,000

$98,500

$118,000

$130,000

$148,000

$157,000

$166,000

$182,000

$225,000

Mode
$76,000

$86,000

$95,000

$108,000

$120,000

$130,000

$138,000

$148,000

$160,000

$185,000

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Sydney

Melbourne
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The defining criteria of what is a major, mid and small commercial CBD firm includes: size, locations, 
reputation, quality of work, expectations of employer as well as pay, desirability of employment and  
training and development.

Given that firms take into account a range of factors when determining remuneration, an individual’s position within a band will vary based on their  
background, experience and performance. Lawyers paid at the higher end of the bands are usually top performers and/or employees who bring 
with them an additional skill that is over and above the general requirements of the role. For tailored advice please contact our consultants.

Figures include superannuation 
but do not include bonuses or 
other benefits.

Private practice 
lawyers' salaries

Small commercial CBD firms

Range
$62,000 – $78,000

$68,000 – $92,000

$76,000 – $98,000

$85,000 – $120,000

$94,000 – $140,000

$102,000 – $162,000

$120,000 – $178,000

$134,000 – $190,000

$145,000 – $200,000

$163,000 – $214,000

Range
$50,000 – $75,000

$55,000 – $85,000

$63,000 – $90,000

$70,000 – $112,000

$85,000 – $120,000

$95,000 – $135,000

$110,000 – $145,000

$120,000 – $158,000

$130,000 – $170,000

$145,500 – $205,000

Mode
$63,000

$74,000

$85,000

$94,000

$116,000

$128,000

$134,000

$148,000

$157,000

$176,000

Mode
$52,000

$60,500

$70,000

$82,000

$98,000

$105,500

$118,000

$125,000

$135,000

$165,000

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Year Level
1
2
3
4
5

SA 1
SA 2
SA 3
SA 4

SA 5/SC

Sydney

Melbourne
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www.mahlab.com.au

#MahlabReport

Melbourne
Level 2, 535 Bourke Street
Melbourne 3000
T: (03) 9629 2111
E: melb@mahlab.com.au

Sydney
Level 3, 15 Castlereagh Street
Sydney 2000
T: (02) 9241 1199
E: syd@mahlab.com.au


